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™

The OTTO 3G Engine
(Formerly the Free-Piston Floating Stroke or FP-FS engine)
Patents: US 7,258,086 & 7,753,014, WIPO WO 2006/091682,
Australia 2006216721, Canada 2,598,967, China ZL 2006 8 0005982.7,
Russia 2398120 – numerous international patents are still pending
A variable CR is inherent in free-piston engine geometry – this attribute can
accommodate a range of combustion methods, including HCCI/PCCI.
But, HCCI/PCCI is inconsistent due the stochastic nature of combustion and
charge variation from cycle to cycle - a difficult challenge in crankshaft ICRE.
™

The OTTO 3G engine operates on the four-stroke Otto-cycle by employing
an adaptive control “floating stroke” operating method - resulting in an
indeterminate stroke and CR from cycle to cycle. i.e. The CR is unlimited and
increases until the pressure and temperature (required under the current
charge conditions) attains the “critical CR” defined by “rapid combustion”.
™

In the OTTO 3G engine, HCCI/PCCI produces rapid (50 – 200μs) and near
constant volume combustion - when brought to the critical CR (typ. >30:1).
HCCI/PCCI also permits operating at low equivalence ratios (Φ = 0.2 to 0.6)
- given a high CR (30:1 to 50:1+) and suitable charge air conditions.
™

The OTTO 3G engine realizes ideal Otto-cycle performance. Thus, the OTTO
™
3G engine design (turbo-compounded), with lean HCCI/PCCI, can achieve a
projected theoretical efficiency of ~75% (@ 40:1 CR) and BTE > 60%.
In order for a four-cycle free-piston engine to function, a minimum of four
cylinders is required. To assure HCCI/PCCI, the engine must be limited to
four cylinders (only one cylinder in compression at any time). Thus, the
™
OTTO 3G engine is exclusively configured with four-cylinders.
™

A unique free-piston engine, the OTTO 3G engine power output is provided
by an oscillating pivot shaft. The oscillating pivot shaft rotation is typically in
the range of +/- 45 degrees. Shown below with integral mechanical rectifier.

The OTTO 3G engine configuration modeled is supercharged, after-cooled
and turbo-expanded - to give a broad range of charge conditioning

™

Illustrated below is the preliminary design of the 1.6L prototype OTTO 3G
engine. It is supercharged, after-cooled, turbo-expanded and has LNT
exhaust after treatment. It is duel fueled for natural gas and gasoline.
The integral mechanical rectifier drives a high-speed alternator through
a belt drive and geared speed increaser.

MODELING & ANALYSIS
Combustion modeling and analysis is
based on free piston engine trajectory.
1
This plot depicts a single compression
stroke, air only, followed by an expansion
stroke - of the SNL RCEM. It is indicative
of the anticipated motored characteristic
™
of the OTTO 3G engine.
1.Goldsborough, S.S, A Rapid Compression Expansion Machine for
Chemical Kinetic (HCCI) Studies, Paper #E22, Combustion Institute,
WSS meeting March 2007, Fig. 4

This is a plot of temperature histories of
six runs of H2 and air versus effective
CR - illustrating a shift in the heat
release behavior from rapid ignition to
slow oxidation as the maximum CR and
temperature of compression is reduced.
These plots illustrate slow oxidation
reactions when the “critical CR” (31:1)
is not reached - i.e. there is under
compression of the charge. Clearly, it is
imperative to reach the “rapid ignition”
at the critical CR and avoid these slow
oxidation reactions that are inefficient
and far from providing constant volume
combustion. Attaining critical CR is a
key requirement of the modeling.

Goldsborough, S.S, Autoignition of H2 – air Mixtures
under Dynamic Conditions using an RCEM:
Investigating Transitions from Rapid Ignition to Slow
Oxidation Paper #C12, Combustion Institute,
WSS meeting March 2007, Fig. 3

The Homogeneous Reactor Model (HRM):
• Single-zone combustion chamber with uniform temperature and

composition
• No intake / exhaust processes, initially premixed LLNL HCT chemical
kinetic solver
• Detailed chemistry for fuel ignition and NOx
• Residual gas fraction set to 1/CCR (0 GEV overlap)
• Heat transfer to cylinder, piston and head
(modified Woschni model, SAE 2004-01-2996)
• Multiple zone crevice-ringpack model - Note: ringpack dimensions based
on ETTI design (modified MIT model, SAE 2007-01-0169)
• Free piston trajectory

Chemical kinetic mechanisms
• Natural gas: Curran et al., through c5-, 2010

(http://c3.nuigalway.ie/naturalgas3.html) 293 species, 1593 reactions
• NOx: compiled from recent literature, NOx sensitization GRIMech3.0
(high temperature) Glarborg, Dagaut et al. (HCN, HNO, NO2, etc.)
Naik et al. (fuel radical – NO2) 81 species, 440 reactions
• Note: The natural gas is assumed to be comprised of seven components
including methane (95.2%), ethane(2.5%), propane (0.24%), butane (0.04%),
carbon dioxide (0.7%) and nitrogen (1.3%) and oxygen (0.02%).
The composition is based on values published by Union Gas.

Natural Gas Simulation Results – sampling of graphs
Φ = 0.25, 0.35, 0.45 & 0.55 @ 1,200 CPM

Limiting Peak Pressure 300bar – sample of charge conditions
For a practical engine, peak cylinder pressure must be limited, at a given Φ,
by a combination of initial charge pressure and temperature.
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OTTO 3G engine projected Natural Gas Operating Maps
The following five maps are of operating conditions (initial temperature
and pressure) which yield a peak pressure of 300 bar - where the CA50 is
fixed at TDC - and the engine speed covers 1,200 to 6,000 CPM. The low
and high critical CCR are indicated, as are the CO and ringing limits.

NOx generation
Shown below are trends of NOx
production as a function of initial
temperature for a range of piston
frequencies and fueling levels. It
Illustrates the effects of operating
condition on the NOx production.

NOx is plotted as a function of
initial temperature - on a semi-log
scale. It is evident that there are
some differences that result from
engine speed. However, the greatest
parameter that affects NOx is the
fueling rate, with Φ = 0.55 resulting
in the highest NOx production.

